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ABSTRACT
In intercollegiate debate, negative debaters must be

prepared with a variety of approaches to differing affirmative cases
and must adapt to particular affirmative cases they meet. Successful
negative debaters cannot determine their strategy until the
presentation of the first affirmative speech or, in cross-examination
debates, until after questioning the first affirmative speaker.
Because of the somewhat mistaken predilection of most judges,
however, negative teams must attack both the need for the affirmative
plan and the plan itself. That is, even if the need for the
affirmative plan is refuted, negative debaters should go on to refute
the affirmative plan as well. Persuasiveness, language, style,
delivery, and other aspects of oral expression influence judges, but,
for negative teams, the need and the plan must be attacked for
victorious presentations. (CH)
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Ahhosgh the 211111"'"ivc has received most
of the attention from writers in recent journals,
it is the opinion of this' write that students
supporting the negative 1> and their coaches
face the more difficult problem as to \s hat

Sboldt1 be done in ethic:Minn:1i debate. rhe pur-
pos of this paper is to present an analysis of
negative argument in an attempt to inalx this
problem more easily surmountable. While this
paper is written with primary emphasis upon
educational debate. the basic lines of negative
argument should apply equally \Yell for sub-..
stanfize debate.! Where the writer recognizes
a significant difference it will be indicated.

Since the first step in developing a negative
attacl; is adapting to the affirmative, it is im-
portant to understand the crucial points of the
affirmative position. Iliese are generally ac-
cepted to be:

1. Is there a problem in existence evhich is
serious enough to require action to allevi-
ate it?

2. Is this problem or the cause of this prob-
lem an inherent part of the Status quo?

3, Would the action suggested by the re-
solution as interpreted by the affirmative
eliminate the problem?

4. Is it reasonable to assume that the resolu-
tion as interpreted by the affirmative
could be implemented if it is found to be
desirable?

5. Would the affirmative proposal he free
from serious detrimental side effects if
it were put into effect?

6. Is the resolution as interpreted by the
affirmative the best way to eliminate the
problem?

isTo the above questions the affirmative
expected by most judges and audiences to an-
swer, "ves!'' Some iude,res do not agree that the
affirmative must uphold all of these points. The
problems f,r the neijative which arise beci.use
of this discrepancy will be considered later.

Since the affirmative is expected to affirm
each of the above questions, it is assumed by
some that the negative is expected to oppose
each one. This is definitely not the ease: I'he
neggive must choose at least one crucial point
at which to say "no- to the affirmative position.
but to contest each point in educational debate
would be undesirable in terms of the time

Let Us IlMs examine each of the crucial
points of the affirmative position and consider
wh,it opportunity each presents to the negative.

CRUCIAL !still.: 1

The first crucial issue is the existence of a
significant problem. In most educational debates
the affirmative has little difikulty demonstrating
that there is something less than desirable in the
status quo. The reason for this is that if there
were nothing that was quite obviously wrong
the topic would not has e been chosen. Thus.
for the negative to contend the reverse of the
obvious is useless. However, the negative can
challenge the affirmative on the grounds that
the problem is not serious enough to demand
action or that what the affirmative calls a prob-
lem is in reality a desirable situation. Sonic af-
firmative teams, of course, do not even demon-
strate the existence of any problem. nega-
tive should certainly attack them on this basis
when it Occurs.

To esemplife. the negative's choice on this
crucial issue we mar tale the topic concerning
discontinuance of direct economic aid to for-
eign countries. Many affirmative teams pointed
to what they called waste in our aid programs.
They told of our technicians teaching ArabS
'to grow tobacco in the desert where there was
no water for irrigation. They described "high-
ways to nowhere.' built with aid dollars. They
described the building of a hospital where there
were no doctors. For the negative to say that



these situations did not exist was liSeleSS, for
they 11Cre cited in official government &feu-
IlientS. I hA ever, the negative quite often sup-
porret1 the position that these examples of mis-
management were isolated instances and made
up only a small fraction of our total aid dollars.
Thus, they contended that this did not justify
eliminating a program that had done and is
doing a great deal of good. Other negative
tel contended that these examples of waste
were in reality not waste at all. They cited
sources which explained why a hospital NVaS
built where there were no doctors. These
sources explained that the recipient nation
agreed to let us build an air base on their ter-
ritory if we built the hospital. Thus, the nega-
tive contended that we received more than our
money's worth from the aid dollars.

The negative may choose to present their
entire attack on this crucial point of the affirma-
tive position. If they can establish that there is
no problem ,t:../.1ich.detnands actioil, there is no
need to take issue with the affirmative on any-
thing else.

A negative case which centers in its entirety
upon one crucial issue may be referred to as
an "eggs-In -one- basket" case.2%If the negative
wins this issue, they should win the debate.
However, if they lose the issue, they lose the
debate. Consequently, most negative teams in
educational debate prefer to elmllencte the af-
firmative on inure than one crucial issue to offer
themselves more chance of winning. This is
true to an even greater degree in substantive
debate.

CRUCIAL ISSUE 2

After the negative has decided whether or
not to challenge the affirmative on the first
crucial issue, they must consider crucial issue
number two inherency. The negative may
contend that the problem the affirmative de-
scribes is nor caused he a factor which is in-
herent in the status quo and, as a result, modi-
fications of the status quo (which the negative
suggests) would eliminate the problem. Thus,
there is no reason to adopt the action stiggested
by the resolution.

Usually this attack is used alien the nettative
admits the first issue. .r is not a very strong or-I

tack to say that the problem does not exist and
that it is nor inherent. A negative using this at-
tad` \\ oulcl lie saYing in c1.1."t on the forci:.`"
aid question that there is no waste and that this
waste l which exists) is not caused by an inher-
ent factor in the status quo. Even a casual
listener would detect this inconsistency. The
negative team that wishes to challenge the affir-
mative on both of these issues usually uses what
may be referred to as an "even-if" costa They
say in effect, "There is no problem; hut, even
if there were. only minor changes or modifica-
tions could eliminate it."

.1 negative attack On inherency may be ex-
emplified by the arnmenr on the guaranteed
annual wage topic. Affirmative teams often con-
tended that companies laid oil nan during slack
periods and that this caused severe economic
hardship for these Men and their families. Thus,

they contended, the companies should provide
a guaranteed annual wage for their employees
to avoid this hardship. AlanY negative teams
countered that since the only problem was one
of money While a ratan was withoutwork, the
Status gun system of providing for these men
through unemployment compensation was bas-
ically sound. They contended that if more
money were needed the program could be eX-
panda! CO meet the need and challenged the
'affirmative to show an inherent reason why it
could not be done.. negative ease of this type
is referred to as a "repairs' case, which means
to "repair" the status quo.

CRUCIAL ISSUE 3

The negative may choose to attack the third
crucial point of the affirmative position, whether
the action suggested by the resolution as in-
terpreted by the affirmative would eliminate the
problem. This attack may be used in eith-r the
"eggs-in-one-basket" or the "even-if" type case.
They may admit the existence of an inherent
problem which sitt.t.o.ests action, but contend
that the affirmative proposal will solve nothing.
For example, in the debate on recognition. of
Red China the negative may admit that the re-
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Stilts of our present policy of non-recognition
are undesirable, but contend that recognition
will be no better, for the basic problem is an
attitude of the communists which will not be
affected by either policy.

The negative on this topic could choose to
contend that the present system does not re-
quire a change but "even-if" it did, the affirma-
tive suggestion of recognition would nut im-
prove the situation. This is uric of the most
common negative approaches and nue which
meets with favorable reaction from most judges
and audiences. This approach gives the nega-
tive at least two chances of winning. for it they
demonstrate that there is no problem they
should \tin and if they demonstrate that if there
were a problem the resolutiOn would not solve
it they should win. They may win one issue
and lose the other, but in winning the one issue
they have demonstrated that the resolution
should not he adopted.

An important consideration at this point is
whether the affirmative will have a plan or not.
There is sonic controvers among writers in the
journals as to whether or not a plan is a must
for the affirmative. it is the opinion of this
writer that the whole controversy is based upon
a misunderstanding of what a plan may he.

On some topics the affirmative plan must be
detailed to some extent. Affirmative positions
on such topics as the ones concerning a guaran-
teed annual wage, a substantial increase in for-
eign aid, and compulsory health insurance arc
not clear without- a fairly detailed plan. I low-
ever, the affirmative positions on such topics as
the discontinuance of direct ccenomic aid to
foreign countries, the de facto recognition of
Red China, and placio,, labor under anti-trust
legislation can be very clear with a hare mini_
mum in the plan area.

This does not mean that the affirmative in
some cases will have a plan and in some cases
will not have. The plan is merely .,:'hat the
all'ionatiz.e proposes to so/:v the probient they
have indicated exists, hence it is, inipossible for
the aflirmative not to have a plan at all. A
thorough definition of terms ill sometimes in-

elude the plan, In most cases, however, the af-
firmative will definitely state what their plan is.

CRuciAl Issur 4

Sometimes an affirmative tcam presents a
very well documented need and a plan which
appears on the surface to be very good. The
negative may find it best in this event on some
resolutions to attack the ftliirmative on the
fourth crucial issue. In this attack the negative
contends that although the plan of the affirma-
tive is fine in theory, it cannot he put into
practice. This attack hinges on the interpreta-
tion of the term "should" in the resolution.
Since this negative attack says in effect that the
resolution "cannot'' he implemented, it is im-
portant to determine whether this is a legitimate
position.

their argumentation test AlcIlurney,
O'Neill, and state that, "the consensus
of experts is that shouhi implies could but
obviously not ;.....ott/1.-.1 (Italics mine) In Cow-
petititv Debate Musgrave states that shon/./
"does not in ,7)11' ;nit' obligate the affirmative
0) show that the necessary approvals conk/ he
obtained.-5 ( italics mine) I3efore we attempt
to clarify these two statements, let us look for
a moment at the problem of legality in debate,
as the two problems are similar.

Altist argumentation texts indicate thatiegal-
ity is nut a iegitimate argument in debate since
the law could always he changed. While this
writer would wholehearts.dly agree that to
argue that a resolution should be rejected be-
cause it is presently illegal is not a legitimate
position, he does not believe that this excludes
all points concerning law or constitutionality.
In the (960-61 collegiate topic on compulsory
health insurance an interesting argument was
brought up by one negative team. They argued
that to require all citizens to he involved in
such a program would he tinconstitotHnal for
there are segments of our society who arc
religiously opposed to medical care. They
argued that this would be an 'obvious violation
of the first amendment freedom of religion.
They pointed out that the constitution would
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need to he amended and challenged the affir-
mative to Present the amendment they would
propose, They followed this up to it h an argu-
ment:that frecklum 1,1 religion was 11111)'e import-
ant than free medical care that we could not
have both.

1his type of argument. to._ this a titer. is

legitimate. It differs from the to pc to which
the blanket rule refers in that the issue is not
the /egalliy. but rather what the effect would
lie if tbe Let:: ,-;.;.ere elmigett to enable the resolu-
tion to be put into practice.

The problem of should is similar to that of
legality. While it would not be legitimate to
argue whether enough congressmen could be
convinced to vote for a certain action. it would
lie legitimate to argue whether the action in it-
self is possible.

ro CM:1111)111y. it an affirmative team would
suggest that rather than using conventional spy-
ing techniques the United Stares should orbit
a large number of spy satellites 0) keep tabs on
the Soviet Union, it \\mid he reasonable to
argue that at present the United States cannot
orbit these satellites because they do not exist.
Or if an affirmative tealll suggests a "completely
impartid board of authorities in the labor-
management field" to arbitrate all labor dis-
putes, is would he reasonable to argue that the
formation of such a board would be impossible
because no man who is an authority on labor-
manatTement relations is "impartial".

To generalize then, "should" means that the
affirmative is obliged to demonstrate that the
proposal is intrinsically possible, but is not
obliged to demonstrate that enough people
could lie expected to approve it to enable it to
gain acceptance.

Because there is some confusion on this
point- in many judges. minds, it is the opinion
of this \\Titer that it is an unwise negative
which bases its case on this crucial issue in the
"eggs-in-one-basket" approach. However, using
it in the "even-if" pattern with attacks on other.
crucial issues would eliminate the danger of
misinterpretation by the judges.

The problems of "should" and legality are
peculiar to educational debate. In substantive

debate the negative may, ;ind often does, use

liiali constitutionality and the possibility of ob-
taining necessary approvals as valid attacks.

Citcw. Issutt 5

The fifth crucial issue of the affirmative is a

favorite choice of negative teams on almost
every resolution. I'his attack charges that the
adoption of the proposal as interpreted by the
affirmative \\ mild have serious accompariying
results a hick would outweigh any advantages
which the affirmative could demonstrate. The
negative (01 the compulsorY health insurance
topic used this attack frequently. They charged
that the adoption of the resolution would des-
troy the doctor- patient relationship. that it
would cause a ruin on the hospitals for free
services, that it would cause our Standard of
medical care to degenerate, and all sorts of
other problems.

I'he negative attack on this crucial point of
the affirmative lends itself well to either the
"eggs-in-one-hasket- or the "even-it"' approach.
The entire negative attack can he directed .tit\
this point; for, if the negative can demottstrAtc
that the adoption of the resolution would do
inure harm than good, this certainly demon-
strates that the resolution should be rejected.
Since usually it is difficult to prove conclusively
that the results would be so detrimental, it is
a wise negative which couples this attack with
attacks on other crucial points.

CitectAt. Issui: 6

rhe final crucial point of the affirmative is
one that is nut debated in the majority of de-
bates on any resolution. In this attack the nega-
tive contends that the resolution is not the best
way to solve the problems of the status quo.
Ihey may agree that the affirmative has diag-
nosed it correctly or they inns contend that
dte Affirmative has not realized the real cause
and proceed to demonstrate what this real
cause is.ct The negative then proceeds to pre-
sent a plan to eliminate the problem. This is
usually referred to as a counter-plan or a

counter-proposal. It is important to remember
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that this negotive plan must lie different from
any action implied by the resolution. It it kinvti

nut meet this criterion, the affirmative need
only to ;T R.(' to it and show that it constitutes
a concession by the negati\ e that the resolution
should he adopted.

On the high school topic concerning a still-
stantial increase of governmental regulation of
labor unions, man\ affirmative limns contended
that labor disputes resulting in strikes \\

serious threat to the security of our notion ond,
therefore, suggested o compulsory arbitration
law to eliminate these stril;es. One negative
team agreed that these strikes NVCIT detrh I leiltal
her C111111teed that real cause of the problem
was union insistence on make -wmk r tiles which
management would not accept. They -hen pi-
posed a plan to outlaw make -work rules. \Nhile
this argument sounded strong and in fact won
several debates. an affinmtive team needed only
to point out that a law makes make-work
rules illegal is a substantial increase in the reg-
ulation of labor unions and thus constitutes
negative admission that the resolution should
he adopted.

To exemplify a legitimate counter-proposal
Ice 1)1;1y turn to the collegiate topic concerning
placing labor unions under anti-trust legisla-
tion. \\Then the affirmative contended that labor
is "restraining trade" when they strike and that
this hurts our economy and thus pri-pose anti-
trust legislation. the negative could admit the
entire need issue but contend that anti-trust
legislation is not the best way to solve the prob-
km. Thev then could offer compulsory obitro-
tit») as o counte-proposal as it is not part of
the present system and is not anti-trust

Another example of this attack can he found
in the debate cm medical core for the aged. The
American .11edical ,Association and the Repub-
lican party agreed with the administration that
elderly people needed assistance, but suggested
that welfare grants on the basis of need admin-
istered by the stores would be a better \voy to
solve the problem than the social security

\\lien the negative chooses this line of at-

tack the debate may center either on (I) both
what causes the problem and \\ Inch plan will
be most desirable as a solution of, (2) if the
negative and ;illirmative agree on the cause.
just the relative merits of the two plans.

Since the two plans are the bases of the ma-
jority of the argument. most judges suggest that
in educational debate the negative counter plan
should be introduced in the first negative con-
structive spcech.7 If the negative agrees as 0>
the cause of the problem, little else can he done
for it would lie absurd to spend ten minutes
telling why there is agreement or refuting
somethinl, that would ;Ate have to be admitted.
When the negative redefines the cause of the
problem, some judges will permit them to in-
trodue the counte -plan in the second speech.
Since many, if not most, judges do not sub-
scribe to this view, it is a wise negotive.that in-
troduces the counterplan in the first speech re-
gardless of the cirumstonces.

It should be mentioned in passing that there
ore judges who dislike the use of the ounter-
plan. Further, as WC all know, 111111W Of the
judges in our tournaments are most kindly de-
scribed as "lay" judges. 1Vhile these people

no little emiugh about- the general principles
of educational debate, the typical "lay" judge
knows even less about the basis for decision
when a counter-proposal is introduced. A nega-
tive considering the use of this attack must de-
cide Nvhether they xvish to take the risk of this
bias or ignorance defeating them. "Illese prob-
lems of construction and judging, of course, do
not apply to substantive debate.

THE COMPARATIVE AIWANTAGES CASE

Recently substantial support has been evi-
denced for an affirmative approach usually re-
ferred to as the "comparative advantages" case.
This type of case differs from the traditional
affirmative approach in that the affirmative does
not necessarily even try to show that there is a
"need" in the usual sense. The basis of the al-
firmotive argument is that their proposal would
bring about a more desirable situation than that
we have under the status quo.
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The negative in this tt pe of debate should
avoid placing too emphasis on their argu-
ments against rueial issuC3 one ;Ind two --
significance and inherency of the problem, The
affirmative may simply answer that they are
concerned with improving society not w ith
specitic "needs.- it they show that their plan
will accomplish this objective. most reasonable
people will accept their position -- particularly
in substantive deliate,

In "ailvantagres debating" the negative can
use any of the types of arguments previously
mentioned, but the more they einplinsi4c the
plan arguments and the less they stress the need
arguments the sounder their position will tend
to be.

vxo Rt..co)istro.yrioNs

The negative, therefore, has first to choose
their overall approach in the debate. They may
choose the "eggs-in-one-hasket attack against
any one of the six. crucial points of the affirma-
tive case. Since "a majority of judges will vote
atzainst an affirmative team which loses any One
of the stock issues . this is a valid negative
attack.

Or they may choose the other overall ap-
proach, the attack. In this attack the
negative challenges the affirmative oft two Or
more crucial points. The general attack is that
the affirmative isw.rong. on point A; but, "even-
if" they were tight on this point, they ate
wrong on point H. Since a "significant minor-
ity-I' of all the judges will allow the affirmative
to lose one of the issues and still will the debate,
it would appear that this is the. safest approach
for the negative to choose.

This writer would recommend that in educa-
tional debate the negative attack the affirmative
on at least two crucial issues to some degree in
every debate, one in the need area and one in
the plan or advantages area. .1 lany of this
writer's students have returned with losing bal-
lots which criticized them for not attacking
the plan even though they had overwhelmed
the need. This is not a valid position for a judge
to take -- but many take it. This problem would

rarer drisc in substintivc debate, The twofold
attack. therefore, is not essential in this t pc
of debate.

Negative dellaters are cautioned that the
above choice of overall approach may be made
tentatively before the debate. I he final decision,
however, should he made during the presenta-
tion of the first affirmative speech. In cross-
examination debate debaters may even delay the
choice until after questioning the first ;Illirma-
rive,

The well prepared negative will be prepared
to develop several different "eggs-in-one-bas-
ket- atracks as well as a varier:. of "even -if"
approaches. While the affirmative can succeed
with only one case, the negative with only one
case faces Itlulnst certain failure, because their
first responsibility is to adapt to the affirmative
and with only one case this, in some instances,
may he impossible.

The problem of the negative then is two-
fold: I ) they must thoroughly understand the
variety of approaches open to them; and 2) they
must he prepared to use Wiliatet'er approach
would be most effective against the particular
affirmative they face.

Before concluding it must be mentioned
that, while the entire context of this paper has
been directed toward argument in debate, argu-
ment is not the only factor influencing decisions
in either educational or substantive debate. Per-
suasiveness, language, style, delivery, and many
other factors also influence the audience. Thus,
while one team may have the 'better arL,runients
the other team may succeed in convincing the
audience to the contrary.

Thus, to he an outstanding debater, one
lutist Itilte SOUnd be able to con-
vey them to his audience.
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